A Description Logic ontology is constituted by two components, a TBox that expresses general knowledge about the concepts and their relationships, and an ABox that describes the properties of individuals that are instances of concepts. We address the problem of how to deal with changes to a Description Logic ontology, when these changes affect only the ABox, i.e., when the TBox is considered invariant. We consider two basic changes, namely instance-level update and instance-level erasure, roughly corresponding to the addition and the deletion of a set of facts involving individuals. We characterize the semantics of instance-level update and erasure on the basis of the approaches proposed by Winslett and by Katsuno and Mendelzon. Interestingly, Description Logics are typically not closed with respect to instance-level update and erasure, in the sense that the set of models corresponding to the application of any of these operations to a knowledge base in a Description Logic L may not be expressible by ABoxes in L. In particular, we show that this is true for DL-LiteF , a tractable DL that is oriented towards data intensive applications. To deal with this problem, we first introduce DL-Lite F S , a DL that minimally extends DL-LiteF and is closed with respect to instance-level update, and present a polynomial algorithm for computing instance-level update in this logic. Then, we provide a principled notion of best approximation with respect to a fixed language L of instance-level update and erasure, and exploit the algorithm for instance-level update for DL-Lite F S , to get polynomial algorithms for approximated instance-level update and erasure for DL-LiteF . These results confirm the nice computational properties of DL-Lite F for data intensive applications, even where information about instances is not only read, but also written.
Introduction
Several areas of Computer Science and various application domains have witnessed a growing interest in ontologies in the last years. In particular, ontologies are considered as one of the key concepts in the Semantic Web [7] , where they can be used to describe the semantics of information at various sites, overcoming the problem of implicit and hidden knowledge, and thus enabling content exchange. Ontologies are also advocated as appropriate means to integrate data and services. Indeed, in the information integration scenario [24] , ontologies can be profitably used to express the so-called global schema, which represents the reconciled and unified view of all the local resources (data or services) to be integrated [29] .
It is widely accepted that Description Logics [3] (DL) may provide a solid foundation for both expressing ontologies with a logical formalism, and for reasoning about the knowledge represented in the ontologies. A knowledge base in DL is constituted by two components, called TBox and ABox. In a DL ontology, the former expresses the intensional level of the ontology, i.e., the general knowledge about the concepts and their relationships, whereas the latter is the extensional level of the ontology, and describes one state of affairs regarding the instances of concepts and relationships. One of the advantages of considering an ontology as a knowledge base expressed in DL is that we can re-phrase system services of ontology tools in terms of logical reasoning problems. In turn, this view allows us to exploit the whole body of research on algorithms for and complexity of reasoning in DLs, in the endeavor to build well-founded tools supporting inferences over ontologies [1, 4] . Indeed, current results on DLs may directly provide effective techniques to be incorporated in ontology management tools [22, 18, 33] to deal, for example, with consistency and subsumption checking, query answering, or instance recognition. However, such results cannot actually be used to support other important tasks. One notable example of such tasks is ontology evolution.
By evolution we mean here both update and erasure, which are operations addressing the need of changing an ontology in order to reflect a change in the domain of interest the ontology is supposed to represent. Generally speaking, an update specifies a set of properties that must be valid in the state resulting from the change, whereas an erasure is intended to specify a set of properties that should not be valid in such state. One of the major challenges when dealing with an update is how to react to the case where the update is inconsistent with the current knowledge. Since a principled approach to this issue in the context of ontologies is missing, existing ontology management tools 1 adopt ad-hoc solutions to this problem, for example, just rejecting the update. Similarly, such tools do not provide formal mechanisms for dealing with erasure.
Although the problem of ontology evolution in its generality should consider the case of performing updates and erasures on the whole knowledge base [14, 27] , i.e., either the TBox, or the ABox, or both, in this paper we restrict our attention to what we call instance-level update and erasure. In instance-level update (erasure) the ontology is specified by both a TBox and an ABox, but the update (erasure) affects only the ABox, in the sense that we enforce the condition that the ontology resulting from applying the evolution operations has the same TBox as the original ontology.
Although simplified with respect to the general case, we believe that this setting not only allows us to study the fundamental properties of the two operations, but is very relevant in practice. Indeed, in many applications, the intensional level of the ontology is quite stable, as its evolution represents a change or a refinement in the conceptualization of the domain of interest. On the other hand, the instance level contains information about specific instances, and hence, typically, changes much more frequently than the intensional level. In a sense, such kind of changes are similar to changes of the data in a database.
2 . So, instance-level evolution is very close to the classical notion of update in databases, and their study can therefore shed light on the difference between database update and ontology evolution.
The aim of our work is a systematic investigation on instance-level update and erasure in DL ontologies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation of this type. The main contributions of the paper are as follows.
1. We formally define the notion of instance-level update and erasure of ontologies.
Building on classical approaches on knowledge base update and erasure, we provide a general semantics for instance level evolution of DL ontologies. In particular, we follow the approach of [26] , and we adapt Winslett's semantics [34, 35] for update and Katsuno and Mendelzon's semantics [23] for erasure, to the case where the ontology is described by both a TBox and an ABox. As in the above mentioned approach, in our framework the result of an update and an erasure is given in terms of a set of models of the knowledge base used to express the ontology.
2. We study instance-level update in the case where the ontology is expressed in DL-Lite F [8] . One of the main features of DL-Lite F is that all reasoning tasks can be done in polynomial time with respect to the size of the ontology, and our goal was to verify whether the nice computational property of reasoning in this DL extends to ontology evolution. We point out a fundamental difficulty in this context: there are cases where the set of models characterizing an instance-level update of a DL-Lite F ontology cannot be captured in DL-Lite F , i.e., this logic is not closed with respect to instance-level update. Observe that a similar phenomenon was observed in [26] for a more expressive DL. We then single out the minimal DL, called DL-Lite F S , that extends DL-Lite F and is closed with respect to update, and present an efficient algorithm for computing the DL ontology resulting from an instance-level update in this logic.
3. One of the original motivations of our work was to add update facilities to QuOnto [1] , that is a reasoning system for DL-Lite F implementing efficient algorithms for both TBox reasoning and query answering. Like all other DL reasoners, QuOnto is based on a specific logic, i.e., the knowledge bases that it is able to manage must be expressed in DL-Lite F . The non-expressibility issue is obviously a problem for such systems. In order to cope with this problem, the brute-force approach would be the one that refuses an update whenever the resulting ontology cannot be expressed in the logic underlying the system. In this paper, we propose a different approach, based on the notion of approximation. In particular, our proposal is to address the problem by computing the DL-Lite F knowledge base that approximates at best the set of models resulting from the update. This is a general idea that might be pursued in every situation where an ontology management system based on a specific DL aims at supporting updates, but the DL is not closed with respect to such operation. We first introduce the notion of maximal approximation in DL, and then we present an efficient method for computing the maximal approximation of instance-level updates of DL-Lite F ontologies.
4. Finally, we carry out a detailed study of instance-level erasure. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work dealing with erasure in DLs. We show that, in general, erasures are not expressible in neither DL-Lite F nor DL-Lite FS , and present a polynomial time algorithm for computing the maximal approximation of instance-level erasure in DL-Lite F .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related works. In Section 3 we provide a general overview of DL ontologies, and introduce DL-Lite F . In Section 4 we provide the formal definition of instance-level update, and then we present the non-expressibility result for DL-Lite F , as well as the update algorithm for DL-Lite F S . In Section 5 we introduce the notion of approximation that we use for coping with the non-expressiblity problem. In Section 6 we present the method for computing the maximal approximation of an update in DL-Lite F , and in Section 7 we present the results on instance-level erasure. Finally, Section 8 discusses interesting problems left open in our investigation.
This paper is an extended version (including also the proofs of theorems) of [11] and [12] .
Related work
Several recent work addresses the issue of ontology evolution. In [19] , the authors point out that one of the fundamental problems in dealing with ontology changes is how to guarantee consistency of the resulting ontology. They define the consistency of ontologies at three different levels, namely, structural, logical, and user-defined, and propose methods for resolving inconsistencies at these various levels, including resolution strategies when a change admits different consistent states.
A broad study of ontology evolution is presented in [14, 15, 16] . In particular, in [15] , the authors propose a very general view of this problem, make connections between ontology evolution and several research disciplines (i.e., ontology versioning, alignment, mapping, integration), and present a comprehensive review of the recent literature on such disciplines. Interestingly, the authors of these papers often point out the importance of the AGM postulates for revision [2] , and they study various aspects related to the application of the AGM theory to the problem of ontology evolution. Arguably, analogous postulates for update and erasure [23] should play an important role in ontology evolution.
As we said in the introduction, in this paper we study instance-level ontology evolution, and therefore, our work is closely related to [20, 17, 26] . In [20] , the authors investigate the process of incrementally updating tableau completion graphs created during consistency checking in expressive Description Logics, and present an algorithm for updating completion graphs under both the addition and removal of ABox assertions. Differently from our work, the paper follows a syntactic approach to updates.
On the contrary, both [17] and [26] adopt a semantic notion of update and erasure. In [17] , erasure is studied for RDF, under the same semantics we use in the present paper, namely the Katsuno-Mendelson semantics [23] . In [5, 26] the authors propose a formal semantics for updates in DLs, and present interesting results on various aspects related to computing updates. In particular, [26] shows an example of non-expressibility of updates for the case of an expressive DL. However, since the problem of update is addressed in [5, 26] under the assumption that the knowledge base is specified only at the extensional level, i.e., with no TBox 3 , the paper does not take into account the impact of the intensional level on ontology update.
As we said before, we follow the approaches to update and erasure developed in the Artificial Intelligence literature several years ago. Various approaches to update have been considered in literature; see, e.g., [13, 21] for surveys. Here, like in [5, 26] , we essentially follow Winslett's approach [34, 35] , originally developed for updates on databases in presence of incomplete information, and its conterpart, defined in [23] , as notion of erasure.
The intuition behind such approach is the following. There is an actual state-ofaffairs of the world of which, however, we have only an incomplete description. Such description identifies a (typically infinite) set of models, each corresponding to a stateof-affairs that we consider possible. Among them, there is one model corresponding to the actual state-of-affairs, but we do not know which. Now, we perform an update because the state-of-affairs is changed. However, since we do not really know which of our models corresponds to the actual state-of-affairs, we apply the change on every possible model, thus getting a new set of models representing the updated situation. Among them, we do have the model corresponding to performing the update on the actual state-of-affairs, but again we do not know which. As for how we perform the update on each model, the idea is that we apply exactly those changes that are absolutely necessary for accommodating what explicitly asserted in the specified update.
Observe that this intuition is essentially the one behind most of the research on reasoning about actions. For example this vision is completely shared by Reiter's variant of Situation Calculus [30] . See in particular [32] , where possible worlds are explicitly considered, and actions act on such worlds exactly as said above. 4 
Description Logic ontologies
In this paper we focus on ontologies expressed as Description Logics knowledge bases. Description Logics (DLs) [3] are knowledge representation formalisms that are tailored for representing the domain of interest in terms of concepts (or classes), which denote sets of objects, and roles (or relations), which denote denote binary relations between objects. DLs knowledge bases (KBs) are formed by two distinct parts: the so-called TBox, which contains intensional description of the domain of interest; and the socalled ABox, which contains extensional information.
When DLs are used to express ontologies [4] , the TBox is used to express the intensional level of the ontology, i.e., the shared conceptualization of the domain of interest, while the ABox is used to represent the instance level of the ontology, i.e., the information on actual objects that are instances of the concepts and roles defined at the intensional level. From a formal point of view, a DL KB is based on an alphabet of atomic concepts, atomic roles, and constants, and is specified in terms of a pair K = T , A , where:
• T , the TBox, is formed by a finite set of universal assertions. The precise form of such assertions depends on the specific DL. Generally speaking, the TBox is formed by inclusions that allow imposing constraints on the extensions of the concepts and roles used to describe the domain of interest.
• A, the ABox, is formed by a finite set of membership assertions stating that a given object (or pair of objects) is an instance of a concept (or a role). Note that DLs adopt the open world assumption (and not the closed world assumption, typical of databases), i.e., it may happen that, for an object a and concept C, K does not imply neither that a is an instance of C, nor that a is not an instance of C; similarly for roles.
We give the semantics of a DL KB in terms of interpretations over a fixed infinite domain ∆ of objects. Also, we assume to have one constant for each object in ∆ denoting exactly that object. In this way we blur the distinction between constants and objects, so that we can use them interchangeably (with a little abuse of notation) without causing confusion. 5 An interpretation I = ∆, · I consists of a first order structure over ∆, where · I is the interpretation function, i.e., a function mapping each concept to a subset of ∆ and each role to a subset of ∆ × ∆. We say that I is a model of a (TBox or ABox) assertion α, or also that I satisfies a (TBox or ABox) assertion α, if α is true in I 6 . We say that I is a model of the KB K = T , A , or also that I satisfies K, if I is a model of all the assertions in T and A.
Given a set of (TBox or ABox) assertions S, we denote by M od(S) the set of interpretations that are models of all assertions in S. In particular, the set of models of a KB K, denoted as M od(K), is the set of models of all assertions in T and A, i.e.
M od(K) = M od( T , A ) = M od(T ) ∩ M od(A).
A KB K is satisfiable if M od(K) = ∅, i.e. it has at least one model. We say that a set F of assertions is consistent with K if M od(K ∪ F) = ∅, and we say that
On the contrary, we say that a KB K does not logically imply an assertion α, written K |= α, if there exists at least one model of K that is not a model of α.
The DL DL-Lite F In this paper, we focus on one of the most interesting families of DLs that have come up in the last years: the DL-Lite family [10, 9, 8] . This is a family of DLs that are tailored towards capturing conceptual modeling constructs, while allowing for querying the KB through arbitrary (non recursive) positive queries, or unions of conjunctive queries. These queries allow the use of explicit variables, and may express complex patterns on the instances of the KB, that go well beyond the class of queries that is typically considered in DLs. The fundamental characteristic of the DLs in DL-Lite family is that reasoning, including answering unions of conjunctive queries, is polynomially tractable in the size of the KB and in fact first-order reducible (and hence in LOGSPACE) with respect to data complexity [10] , i.e., the complexity measured with respect to the number of individuals in the ABox. These features make DLs in the DL-Lite family particularly suitable as a sort of conceptual layer for data intensive applications.
Here, we concentrate on the DL called DL-Lite F , originally proposed in [8] . The DL-Lite F concept expressions are:
where A denotes an atomic concept, P an atomic role, B a basic concept, and C a general concept. A basic concept can be either an atomic concept, a concept of the form ∃P , i.e. the standard DL construct of unqualified existential quantification on roles, or a concept of the form ∃P − , which involves inverse roles (P − denotes the inverse of the role P ).
The TBox assertions allowed in DL-Lite F are of the following forms:
An inclusion assertion specifies that each instance of the basic concept B 1 is also an instance of the basic concept B 2 , i.e., B 1 is subsumed by B 2 . A disjointness assertion specifies that each instance of a basic concept B 1 is not an instance of the basic concept B 2 , i.e., B 1 and B 2 are disjoint. Finally, a functionality assertion expresses the (global) functionality of an atomic role, or of the inverse of an atomic role. Note that negation is used in a restricted way, in particular for asserting disjointness of concepts. Moreover, disjunction is disallowed. Notably, if we remove any of these two limitations, reasoning becomes intractable, see [9] .
The ABox assertions allowed in DL-Lite F are of the following forms:
where a, b are constants, B is any basic concept, and R is either an atomic role or its inverse.
Concerning the semantics of concepts and roles, given an interpretation I = ∆, · I the interpretation function · I interprets the constructs of DL-Lite F as follows:
Finally, we specify the conditions for an interpretation I to be a model of a TBox and an ABox assertion. In particular, I satisfies
Instance-level update
In instance-based update, we allow the user to state new membership assertions in order to revise the ABox, while still maintaining unchanged the intensional level of the ontology, i.e. the TBox.
As we said in the introduction, to assign formal semantics to update, we essentially follow Winslett's approach [34, 35] . Technically, the idea underlying Winslett's approach to knowledge base update, is the following. A knowledge base update is specified through a set of assertions, and produces a set of models that
• satisfy the assertions, and
• is obtained by updating each model of the initial knowledge base with minimal change. In particular, according to Winslett, the notion of minimal change builds upon both the symmetric difference, and an inclusion-based measure of closeness. The latter means that a set S is closer to a set S than a set S if the elements on which S and S differ are a proper subset of the elements on which S and S differ.
We start by adapting Winslett's notion of closeness to our context. To this aim, we need first to provide some definitions. Specifically, we need to define both the notion of difference and the notion of inclusion between interpretations.
Definition 4.1 (Difference between interpretations) Given two interpretations I = (∆, ·
I ) and I = (∆, · I ) for KB K, we define the difference between I and I , written I I , as the interpretation (∆, · I I ) such that:
• P I I = P I P P , for every atomic role P in K;
where, for sets S and S , S S denotes the usual symmetric difference between S and S , i.e. S S = (S ∪ S ) \ (S ∩ S ).
Definition 4.2 (Inclusion between interpretations)
Given two interpretations I = (∆, · I ) and I = (∆, · I ) for a KB K, we say that I ⊆ I iff I , I are such that:
Let K = T , A be a DL KB, and suppose we want to perform an instance-level update of K with a finite set F set of membership assertions. Since we want T to remain unchanged, the first observation is that F should be consistent with T , while it may be inconsistent with A. Following Winslett, we denote by U pdate T (F, A) the set of models obtained by updating each model I of K so as to apply minimal changes to the model, and to make all membership assertions in F true. Specifically, Winslett's model change operator is defined in our context as follows. 
od(T ∪ F) and there exists no I ∈ M od(T ∪ F) such that I I ⊂ I I }
Observe that U T (I, F) is the set of models of both T and F whose difference with respect to I is ⊆-minimal, so as to capture the notion of minimal change.
With these notions in place we are now ready to provide the formal definition of instance-level update in DL ontologies. 
Let us illustrate this notion by means of an example. The new instance level reflects that john is a player who is actually injured. Interestingly, the fact that john is injured implies that he is not an available player anymore, and therefore he will not play allstargame (note that the ABox above does not contain W illP lay(john, allstargame) anymore). Nevertheless, it is easy to see that he remains a player in the resulting KB. Observe that the latter would not be captured by simply removing the ABox assertions that are inconsistent with the update. Indeed, our notion of update maintains as much as possible the information that is logically implied by the initial KB and that is not inconsistent with the new membership assertions.
The above example shows a case where the result of an instance-level update can be represented as a new ABox in the same language as the original KB. As we said in the previous sections, this is not always the case. Thus, it makes sense to introduce the formal notion of expressibility of updates. 
Instance-level update in DL-Lite F
In [26] , it is shown that, for expressive DLs, the result of an instance-level update cannot be expressed in the language of the original KB. Unfortunately, this is true for DL-Lite F as well, as shown next.
Theorem 4.7 There exist DL-Lite F KBs K = T , A and sets of membership assertions F, with M od(T ∪ F) = ∅, such that for no DL-Lite
F ABox A we have M od( T , A ) = K • T F.
Proof. It suffices to consider the following DL-Lite
and its update with F = {A 2 (a)}.
We show that no DL-Lite F ABox A exists such that the KB T , A captures exactly the set of models K • T F. Clearly, given I ∈ M od(K), an interpretation I ∈ K • T F that satisfies both A 2 (a) and T , and minimally differs from I, is obtained by simply modifying the interpretation of P so that a ∈ (¬∃P ) I , that is for no x ∈ ∆, we have that (a, x) ∈ P I . In particular, this means that A 
Instance-level update in DL-Lite F S
DL-Lite F S is a slight variant of DL-Lite F that allows for more expressive membership assertions in the ABox. In particular, membership assertions in DL-Lite FS may involve also variables, also called soft constants, i.e., a particular kind of terms that may denote different objects in different models. More precisely, DL-Lite F S membership assertions are of the form:
where a, b are constants, z is a variable, C is a general DL-Lite F concept (i.e. a basic DL-Lite F concept or its negation), and R is an atomic role or its inverse.
Intuitively, the assertions C(a) and R(a, b) state, respectively, that the object a, resp. the pair (a, b) , is an instance of the concept C, resp. role R. We call these assertions ground, to emphasize the absence of variables. A (non-ground) assertion C(z) instead states that the there exists an object, denoted by the variable z, that is an instance of the concept C. In other terms, variables are used to express the existence of objects that are instance of concepts, without actually naming the objects.
With respect to the semantics, in order to interpret a set of extensional assertions possibly involving variables, we need to introduce the notion of assignment. Let V be the set of variables occurring in an ABox A, we call assignment for A a function µ from V to ∆.
Let I be an interpretation, and µ an assignment for A. We say that I is model of A with µ, or equivalently, I satisfies A with µ, if for each membership assertion in A of the form:
We say that I is a model of A if there exists an assignment µ such that I is a model of A with µ.
Note that, as shown in [28] , DL-Lite F S retains all the nice computational properties of DL-Lite F . Moreover, we show here that this logic is closed under instance-level update. In particular, in what follows:
• we show that the result of an instance-level update is always expressible within DL-Lite F S : i.e., there always exists a new DL-Lite FS ABox that reflects the changes of the update to the original KB (obviously the TBox remains unchanged as required);
• we show that the new ABox resulting from an update can be automatically computed;
• finally, we show that the size of such an ABox is polynomially bounded by the original KB, and moreover, that it can be computed in polynomial time.
In Figure 1 , we provide an algorithm to perform an instance-level update over a DL-Lite F S KB. To simplify the presentation we make use of the following notation.
• We denote by R − the inverse of R, i.e., if R is an atomic role, then R − is its inverse, while if R is the inverse of an atomic role, then R is the atomic role itself.
• We write ¬C to denote ¬B if C is B, and B if C is ¬B.
• We use the notation C 1 C 2 to denote either assertions of the form B 1 B 2 , B 1 ¬B 2 , or ¬B 1 ¬B 2 .
• We denote by cl (T ) the deductive closure of T i.e.,
It can be shown that in DL-Lite FS , cl (T ) can be computed in polynomial time by applying recursively the following rules:
The algorithm in Fig. 1 takes as input a satisfiable DL-Lite FS KB K = T , A , and a finite set of ground (i.e., not involving variables) membership assertions F, and returns either ERROR (if T , F is unsatisfiable), or an ABox A (otherwise). Roughly speaking, the algorithm proceeds as follows. After a satisfiability check, it inserts into A all the membership assertions in A and F (lines 3-4), and then, with the help of the algorithm shown in Fig. 2 , it computes the set F of membership assertions that are logically implied by K and contradict F according to T (lines 5-18). Finally, for each F ∈ F , the algorithm deletes F from A , but inserts into A those membership assertions that are logically implied by the membership assertions deleted and do not contradict F (lines 19-32) .
Next, we show soundness and completeness of the procedure shown in Fig. 1 . if
ALGORITHM ComputeUpdate(T , A, F)
for each F 1 ∈ F do [6] if F 1 = C(a) then [7] for each F ∈ Saturate(¬C(a), T ) do [8] if
for each F ∈ F do [20] if
if F = ∃R(a) then [25] for each ∃R 
Theorem 4.8 Let K = T , A be a DL-Lite FS KB, F a finite set of ground DL-Lite F S membership assertions such that M od(T ) ∩ M od(F) = ∅, and K the DL-Lite FS KB such that K = T , A , where A = ComputeUpdate(T , A, F). Then
K • T F = M od(K ).
Proof. We first prove that M od(K ) ⊆ K • T F by showing that for each model I ∈ M od(K ) there exists a model I ∈ M od(K) such that I ∈ U T (I, F).
In fact we build the model I starting from I , and reintroducing facts F removed in computing A . First, we observe that, if I is a model of K then there exists an assignment of the variables in A , let µ be such assignment. Then, in order to build I, we start by setting I = I , and we proceeds as follows:
• for each A(a) ∈ F , we include a in A I ;
• for each ¬A(a) ∈ F , we remove a from A I ;
• for each R(a, b) ∈ F , we include (a, b) in R I , and moreover
we remove all (a, x) ∈ R I , with b = x, and
• for each ∃R(a) ∈ F we include (a, µ(z ∃R(a) )) in R I , and moreover
with µ(z ∃R(a) ) = x, and
• for each ¬∃R(a) ∈ F we remove all (a, x) from R I .
It is easy to verify that I defined as above is a model of K. Now, in order to complete the proof, we need to show that I ∈ U T (I, F), and since, by inspecting the algorithm, clearly I is a model of both T and F, this amounts in showing that exists no interpretation I of T and F such that:
• I ∈ M od(T ∪ F), and

• I = I ⊂ I I .
We proceed by contradiction, case by case. Suppose that there exists an individual x ∈ ∆ such that x ∈ A I and x ∈ A I but x ∈ A I . Then x was introduced in A I because A(x) ∈ F . But then ¬A(x) was a logical consequence of F and T , and hence, x cannot be in A I since I is a model of both T and F. Similarly, there cannot exist x ∈ ∆ such that x ∈ A I and x ∈ A I but x ∈ A I . A similar line of reasoning can be applied also for the cases in which the difference between I and I involves atomic roles instead of atomic concepts.
For the other direction we show that
K • T F ⊆ M od(K ).
We proceed by assuming by contradiction that there exists an interpretationĪ ∈ K• T F that is not a model of K . ThenĪ does not satisfy at least a membership assertion α in A \ F. Note that, by construction, if α belongs to A \ F, then α has been inserted into A either at line 23, 26, 30 or 32 of the Algorithm ComputeUpdate (cf . Fig 1) . But these are logical consequences of A and T that do not contradict F so they must remain true in all models in K • T F includingĪ.
Next we turn to termination and computational complexity of ComputeUpdate(T , A, F).
Theorem 4.9 Let K = T , A be a DL-Lite FS KB, F a finite set of ground DL-Lite F S membership assertions. Then the algorithm ComputeUpdate(T , A, F) terminates, returning ERROR if M od(T ) ∩ M od(F) = ∅, and an ABox A such that T , A is a DL-Lite F S KB, otherwise. Moreover: • the size of A is polynomially bounded by the size of T ∪ A ∪ F; • A is computed in polynomial time in the size of T ∪ A ∪ F.
Proof. Termination follows immediately by the fact that cl (T ) is finite and in fact polynomially bounded by T and hence also Saturate(C(a), T ) computes a finite set that is again polynomially bounded by T . Now, observing that the number of steps to build the set of potential conflicts F (lines 3-18) and the number of steps to build A given F (line [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , are both finite, and in fact polynomial in the size of T , A, F, the result follows.
We close this subsection on DL-Lite F S with an example of instance-level update in this logic. 
and consider again the update of K with
By applying the algorithm ComputeUpdate (cf . Fig 1) we get the new ABox
where z ∃P (a) is a variable. By Theorem 4. 8 
, we get that T , A • T F = M od( T , A ).
Observe that A is expressed in DL-Lite F S , and not in DL-Lite F , since it makes use of the variable z ∃P (a) .
The algorithm ComputeUpdate and the results on DL-Lite FS , give us the basis for computing good approximations of updates and erasures in DL-Lite F , as shown in the next sections.
A notion of approximation in Description Logics
From the results of the previous section, as well as from other similar results in the literature [26] , it follows that, in general, the result of an update is not expressible in the same language as the original KB. We will see in Section 7 that this holds for erasure as well. This fundamental problem leads us to study approximation (see e.g., [31] ) of update and erasure. The basic idea of approximation in our context is as follows. Suppose we are interested in KBs expressed in a DL L, and consider a KB K expressed in such logic. Consider now an instance-level update (erasure) of K, suppose that no KB expressed in L exists that captures exactly the set of models M resulting from such an update (erasure). In this situation, we aim at computing the KB in L that approximates M "at best".
The goal of this section is to introduce a specific notion of approximation in Description Logics, that will be used in the next sections for devising techniques for approximating updates and erasures in DL-Lite F ontologies.
Our notion of approximation is based on fixing a priori both the language L and the TBox T .
Definition 5.1 (Sound (L, T )-Approximation) Let T be a TBox in a DL L, and M a set of models such that M ⊆ M od(T ). We say that a DL KB
K is a sound (L, T )- approximation of M in L, if 1. K is in L,
K is of the form T , A , and 3. M ⊆ M od(K).
In other words, a sound (L, T )-approximation of a subset M of the models of a TBox T expressed in L is a KB that is still expressed in L, that has the same TBox T , and whose set of models includes all the models in M. Obviously, there might be several (L, T )-approximations of a set M. Intuitively, some of them will be "better" than others, in the sense that they will be closer to M. To capture this intuition, we aim at a method for comparing two (L, T )-approximations K 1 and K 2 of M. An appropriate criterion to be used for this purpose is set containment: K 1 is a better approximation than K 2 precisely if M od(K 1 ) ⊂ M od(K 2 ). Based on this observation, we can define the notion of "best" (L, T )-approximation.
Definition 5.2 (Maximal (L, T )-Approximation) Let T be a TBox in a DL L, and M a set of models such that M ⊆ M od(T ). We say that a DL KB
K is a maximal (L, T )-approximation of M if 1. K is a sound (L, T )-approximation of M, and
there exists no KB K that is a sound (L, T )-approximation of M, and is such that M od(K ) ⊂ M od(K).
In other words, the maximal (L, T )-approximation of a subset M of the models of a TBox T expressed in L is a KB that is still expressed in L, that has the same TBox T , whose set of models includes all the models in M, and whose semantics minimally differs from M. When we will use this notion for update and erasure, the set of models M to be approximated will be exactly the models resulting from the update or the erasure of a KB with TBox T .
Interestingly, when a maximal (L, T )-approximation exists, it is unique up to logical equivalence, as the following theorem shows. 
Theorem 5.3 Let T be a TBox in a DL L, and M a set of models such that M ⊆ M od(T ). If a KB K exists that is a maximal
Based on the above property, we will talk about the maximal (L, T )-approximation of a set of models.
One may wonder to what extent the maximal (L, T )-approximation of a set M of models captures M. The basic property of (L, T )-approximation is that it preserves logical implication of L assertions. That is, as long as we are interested in in logical implication of L assertions, there is no difference between M and its maximal (L, T )-approximation. Indeed, the next theorem states that, in terms of logical implication of L-assertions, M and its maximal (L, T )-approximation are exactly the same.
Theorem 5.4 Let T be a TBox in a DL L, and M a set of models such that M ⊆ M od(T ). If K is a maximal (L, T )-approximation of M, then for every TBox and ABox assertion α in L it holds that
Proof. For TBox assertions, the result is trivial. As for ABox assertions, consider a membership assertion α in L. The if-direction is obvious: since K is an (L, T )-approximation of M, K |= α implies M |= α. As for the only-if direction, suppose that M |= α, but there is a model I of K such that I |= α. This would imply that K∪α is a sound (L, T )-approximation of M that is not equivalent to K, which contradicts the fact that K is a maximal (L, T )-approximation of M.
Observe however that formulas that go beyond L assertions are sufficient to separate a set of models M from its maximal (L, T )-approximation. Consider the alphabet with just one concept A, the empty TBox on this alphabet, and the set M constituted by the two models {A(o 1 )}, and {A(o 2 )}. It is easy to see that the maximal (DL-Lite F , T )-approximation of M is the KB K with the empty TBox and the empty ABox. It is also easy to verify that, while M |= ∃x.A(x), we have that K |= ∃x.A(x). Example 5.5 Let us consider the DL ALCQIO (we refer to [3] for the definition of the language ALCQIO). Let K = T , A be the ALCQIO KB defined as follows: Therefore, updating K with F = {A(a)} changes the extension of ¬A in I by removing from ¬A only those objects x for which there exists a path from a to x through edges labeled R 2 . Now let us define, for every n ≥ 0, the ALCQIO ABox:
From the above observations, it can be shown by induction that for each n:
Therefore, no finite set of membership assertions is a maximal (ALCQIO, T )-approximation of M, which means that no maximal (ALCQIO, T )-approximation of M exists. First, we define the notion of (L, T )-update, which immediately follows from the definition of maximal (L, T )-approximation given in the previous section.
ALGORITHM
From Theorem 5.3 we know that if an (L, T )-update of K with F exists, it is unique up to logical equivalence. Moreover, by Theorem 5.4 we know that (L, T )-update captures exactly the logical implication of the membership assertions of the "exact" update. Also, Example 5.5 shows that in general there are cases for which (L, T )-updates do not exist.
We now focus our attention to computing the maximal approximation of updates in DL-Lite F . The simplest idea for computing the best approximation of an update to a DL-Lite F would be to use the algorithm ComputeUpdate(T , A, F), and then ignoring all those assertions of the resulting DL-Lite FS KB that are not DL-Lite F assertions. Actually, this idea works, and is exactly the method used in the algorithm ComputeUpdate app presented in Figure 4 . The algorithm takes as input a TBox T , an ABox A and a set of membership assertions F, where T , A and F are all expressed in DL-Lite F , and K = T , A is satisfiable.
The correctness of the algorithm ComputeUpdate app is based on the following property.
Theorem 6.2 Let K = T , A be a satisfiable DL-Lite FS KB, and α be a DL-Lite
Proof. To prove this property, we start by recalling the definition of chase of a DL-Lite F KB [10] . Given a satisfiable DL-Lite F KB K, the chase of K, denoted by chase(K), is a (possibly infinite) ABox obtained by closing the initial ABox A with respect to the following inclusion chase rules (where A, A 1 , A 2 denote concept symbols, and R, R 1 , R 2 role symbols):
A 2 ∈ T and there is an assertion of the form A 1 (a) in chase(K) and A 2 (a) ∈ chase(K), then add the assertion A 2 (a);
• if ∃R A ∈ T (respectively, ∃R − A ∈ T ) and there is an assertion of the form R (a, b) (respectively, R(b, a) ) in chase(K) and A(a) ∈ chase(K), then add the assertion A(a);
• if A ∃R ∈ T (respectively, A ∃R − ∈ T ) and there is an assertion of the form A(a) in chase(K) and there is no assertion of the form R(a, x) in chase(K) (where x is any constant symbol), then add the assertion R(a, n) (respectively, R(n, a)) where n is a new constant symbol (i.e., a symbol not occurring already in chase(K));
∃R 2 ∈ T ) and there is an assertion of the form R 1 (a, b) (respectively, R(b, a)) in chase(K) and there is no assertion of the form R 2 (a, x) in chase(K) (where x is any constant symbol), then add the assertion R 2 (a, n) where n is a new constant symbol (i.e., a symbol not occurring already in chase(K));
and there is an assertion of the form R 1 (a, b) (respectively, R(b, a)) in chase(K) and there is no assertion of the form R 2 (x, a) in chase(K) (where x is any constant symbol), then add the assertion R 2 (n, a) where n is a new constant symbol (i.e., a symbol not occurring already in chase(K)).
In [10] it has been shown that chase(K) identifies a canonical model for conjunctive queries over K: namely, conjunctive queries over K can be decided by simply evaluating them over chase (K) . As a corollary of this property, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3 For every satisfiable DL-Lite F KB K and for every DL-Lite
Coming back to the proof of the theorem, suppose now that K |= α: then, from Lemma 6.3, α ∈ chase(K). There are two possible cases:
1. α ∈ A: in this case, the thesis holds for α = α;
α ∈ A: by the inductive definition of chase(K), it immediately follows that
there is a sequence of assertions α 1 , . . . , α n such that α 1 ∈ A and each α i+1 is obtained by applying an inclusion chase rule to α i and to some inclusion assertion in T . Consequently, α ∈ chase( T , {α 1 } ) and thus from Lemma 6.3 it follows that T , {α 1 } |= α. Therefore, the thesis holds for α = α 1 .
We are now ready to prove the correctness of the algorithm ComputeUpdate app . 
Theorem 6.4 Let
, which implies that that K a ⊂ K , and thus that there exists a DL-Lite F membership assertion α such that α ∈ A , 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of from Theorem 6.4 and Theorem 5.4.
Instance-level erasure
In this section we consider the operation of instance-level erasure [23] . This is the operation consisting of retracting (or deleting) membership assertions from a DL KB, while keeping the TBox unchanged. So, erasure is in fact complementary to the update operation studied in the previous sections. We show that, in a way similar to the update operation, the result of an erasure operation against an L KB is in general not expressible in the DL L. Thus, we introduce the notion of (L, T )-erasure, i.e., a maximal approximation in L of the result of an erasure against an L KB T , A . Finally, we study computation of (L, T )-erasure in DL-Lite F . We start by formally defining instance-level erasure over DL KBs. 
Intuitively, the result of erasing a finite set of formulas F from a KB K should be any KB that does not logically imply any of the formulas in F, and whose set of models minimally differs from the set of models of K.
The following simple example illustrates the erasure operation. 
In the same way as in the case of update, we now introduce the notion of maximal approximation of instance-level erasure in a DL L. 
, there exists at least a (membership) assertion α ∈ A − A a such that K a |= α, and since Observe that, as mentioned in the previous section, the algorithm ComputeUpdate(T , A, F) runs in polynomial time, and therefore also the algorithm ComputeErasure app runs in time polynomial with respect to the size of its input. Finally, we prove the following important property: computing a maximal approximation of an erasure in DL-Lite F is indeed sufficient to decide, in a sound and complete way, instance checking over the exact result of the erasure. In other words, we prove that the algorithm ComputeErasure app captures, in a sound and complete way, logical implication of DL-Lite F assertions after erasure. Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.5 and Theorem 5.4.
Conclusion
We have investigated the notion of instance-level update and erasure of a DL KB. Specifically, we have focused on DL-Lite F , a tractable DL tailored for data intensive applications. Since in general the result of instance-level update and erasure cannot be expressed as a new KB, we have provided a principled notion of maximal approximation, and have presented polynomial algorithms for computing such maximal approximations in the case of DL-Lite F . These results confirm the nice computational properties of DL-Lite F for data intensive applications, even when information about instances is not only read but also written. There are several interesting directions for continuing our research. First, we have implemented in the QuOnto reasoning system [1] the algorithms presented in this paper. Related to this point, we are currently studying optimization techniques to deal with ontologies that include very large ABoxes, as those produced by materializing data in ontology-based information integration applications. Notably, for such kinds of applications it would also be interesting to avoid actual materialization of data, and "push" updates and erasures into the data sources. This task is very challenging, since it corresponds to an advanced form of the notorious view update problem in databases [6] .
Second, the kind of approximation considered in this paper preserves logical implication of ABox and TBox assertions in the DL considered. Obviously, it would be interesting both to consider different notions of approximation and to study completeness of the approximation with respect to more expressive classes of formulas. In particular, we are currently studying the properties of approximation in DL-Lite F KBs for several classes of unions of conjunctive queries.
Third, in this paper we adopted a classical model-based approach to update and erasure, stemming from the existing literature on updating knowledge bases. Other approaches to update and erasure have been studied and their application to ontology might be of interest, as well as approaches based on belief revision and contraction. We believe that, in principle, several approaches to ontology evolution could coexist on the same ontology management system, in order to model different types of services involving some sort of ontology evolution.
Finally, updates bring in the general issue of dealing with inconsistency in ontologies. The semantics that we have considered in this paper address the issue of solving inconsistency between the current instance level of the ontology and what has been asserted (retracted) by the update (erasure), while it does not deal with inconsistencies between the update and the intensional level. It would be interesting to study possible semantics that are tolerant with respect to the latter form of inconsistency.
